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install..Q: Is it possible to make a fetch request in
angular from a jquery plugin I have a couple of

web apps that are pretty much the same, but one
app is written in angular 1.4 while the other is

written in angular 2. Some of the requests to the
server are the same, but some are more complex

so they involve setting parameters. I know in
angular 2 i can use HttpClient to fetch the data,

but in angular 1.4 i have to use the native
xmlhttprequest function. Problem is that with
xmlhttprequest I have to add all the header

parameters, some of which are provided by the
native xmlhttprequest from angular 2 (all the
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custom parameters) and they aren't sending, or
I'm not sending them correctly. I guess this is a

result of the vendor prefixes, and which version of
angular is on the server. I was going to use Fetch
and import the jquery plugin inside the angular 1
app to create the request, but I haven't yet and
I'm curious if it is even possible. Is there some

way to pass the parameters with the native
request? I can see the documentation for

importScripts or to add a script block, but as far as
I can tell it's not possible. A: Since you are using
jquery, you can use ajax to just pass a function
over and do what you need, but the fetch api is
smart enough to just do what you want. I would
recommend using either a service or an angular

service to handle these requests. Anyway, here is
a basic version of how you can do it using fetch

API: var request c6a93da74d
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